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1.0

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
HRP Associates, Inc. (HRP) was retained by Tip Toe Real Estate, LLC to
conduct a hazardous material survey of a building located 1149 Main Street in
Bridgeport, Connecticut (Figure 1). The survey included the entire interiors, exteriors, and accessible roofs.
The subject building is generally a brick and pre-cast concrete two-story Lshaped structure. According to City of Bridgeport tax assessor records, the subject
building was constructed in 1910.
The building is constructed over a partial basement with interior finishes including plaster walls and ceilings; acoustic ceiling tile ceilings; gypsum wallboard
walls; ceramic tile floors; and terrazzo, hardwood, vinyl floor tile, carpet, and bare
concrete floors. The roof material is generally flat built up asphaltic roofing.
The investigation included NESHAP-type asbestos-containing materials
(ACM) surveys, lead screening surveys, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) caulk
and glazing survey, and surveys of other hazardous materials (hazmats), including
PCBs, mercury, refrigerants, and miscellaneous materials such as smoke detectors, fire extinguishers, and exit signs. These surveys were conducted to determine the presence/absence of ACM, lead-based paint, and hazmats for the buildings to facilitate proper management of those materials prior to demolition and/or
renovation activities. As such, this information can be utilized to design a plan for
proper management of ACMs. At the time of the HRP survey, the subject buildings
were vacant.

1.2

Previous Hazardous Materials Surveys
No previous hazardous materials surveys were provided to HRP for this investigation.

1.3

Inspection Survey Limitations
At the time of this investigation, the majority of interior and exterior areas
(including roofs) of the subject building were accessible. However, due to flooded
conditions, the basement was not accessible. Two attempts were made to access
the basement, on April 1 and May 21, 2013, and on both occasions there were
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several inches of water in the basement that prevented safe access. From the
basement stairwell, a portion of the basement was visually inspected for suspect
materials, and accessible suspect materials were sampled. Destructive sampling
methods were used throughout the buildings to obtain samples of representative
building materials.

However, the walls, floors, and ceilings were penetrated to

identify construction materials in selected areas only.

2
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2.0

ASBESTOS SURVEY
Connecticut State licensed Asbestos Inspector Thomas Chapman (License Number 000289) and licensed Asbestos Inspector Jeffrey Brais (License Number 000843) of
HRP conducted an asbestos survey of the subject building on April 1, 2013. On May 21,
2013, licensed Asbestos Inspector Jeffrey Brais conducted an asbestos survey of accessible roofs of the subject building. The purpose of these surveys was to identify and sample suspected friable and non-friable asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) throughout
accessible interior and exterior areas of the buildings, and to determine the presence or
absence of ACM for the buildings to facilitate proper management and/or abatement as
part of future renovation and/or demolition activities. The ACM surveys were conducted in
accordance with the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) 40 CFR Part 61M pre-demolition survey, Asbestos Hazards Emergency Response Act (AHERA) regulations, 40 CFR Part 763,
and State of Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) Asbestos Regulations (Section 19a-332a-1 through 19a-332a-16).
ACM is defined as those materials that contain an asbestos content greater than
1%. Materials that are confirmed to contain greater than 1% asbestos content must be
abated prior to any impact by demolition or renovation activity.
2.1

Methods
2.1.1 Building Inspection Procedure
During the survey, the inspectors classified each suspect ACM as
one of three types: (1) surfacing material applied by spray or trowel; (2)
thermal system insulation (TSI) on pipes, tanks, boilers, and related features; or (3) miscellaneous material not classified as surfacing material or
thermal system insulation. The inspectors touched all assumed or suspected materials on all accessible surfaces including walls, floors, ceilings, structural members, and mechanical equipment to determine their friability or the
extent to which the material, when dry, may be crumbled, pulverized, or reduced to powder by hand pressure. In addition, the general condition of
each material was noted and categorized as good (intact), damaged, or significantly damaged.
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2.1.2 Sampling Strategy and Methodology
Suspected ACM was first classified into homogeneous sampling areas. A homogeneous area contains material that is uniform in texture and
appearance, was likely installed during the same time period, and is unlikely
to consist of more than one type or formulation of material. The inspector
collected samples from homogeneous areas. Multiple samples (1, 2, 3…)
were collected from homogeneous areas, as appropriate.
Limited destructive sampling techniques were employed, and did not
create a safety hazard or affect the overall integrity of the structure. To
avoid disturbing the material any more than necessary and to minimize any
unnecessary release of asbestos fibers during collection, the HRP inspector
performed bulk sampling of suspect ACM in accordance with generally accepted procedures outlined in the EPA document "Guidance for Controlling
Asbestos-Containing Materials in Buildings" (EPA-560/5-85-024, June
1985).
Each sample was collected using appropriate methods and placed in
clean, sealable plastic bags and labeled with a unique sample identification
number. Each bulk sample was given a unique sample number as follows:
“160-1149-1-2”
•

160 – Represents the numerical value given to each new homogeneous material (HMAT) identified during the inspection.
In this example, the 160th different homogenous material
sampled. [Note that since the 1149 Main Street building was
surveyed in conjunction with other Main Street buildings, the
sample numbering for the subject building included HMAT
numbers 145 through 176 and HMAT numbers 220 through
235 (see Table 1).]

•

1149 – Represents the building address from which the sample was collected. In this example, 1149 Main Street.

•

1 – Represents the floor which the sample was collected. In
this example the first floor of the building. Other designations
include:
“2” – 2nd floor
“R” – Roof
“B” - Basement
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•

2 – The last number in the sequence is the sample number in
the HMAT series. In this case, it is the second sample taken
of HMAT number 160.
In some instances this number will appear as 2A or 2B. This
happens when a sample with more than one layer is submitted to the lab. Normally the lab will separate the layers, call
them the same HMAT, and differentiate them by numbering
them “2, 2A, 2B” and so forth.

Building floor plan drawings depicting sampling locations of confirmed ACM are provided as Figures 2A (first floor and basement), 2B (second floor), and 2C (roof).
Bulk samples of suspected ACM were submitted to EMSL Analytical,
Inc. (EMSL), located in Wallingford, Connecticut for analysis of asbestos
content. EMSL analyzed all layers of each bulk sample using Polarizing
Light Microscopy (PLM). EMSL is an American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) accredited laboratory.
Point counting analysis is typically conducted on selected friable-type
PLM samples in which asbestos was initially detected at levels at or below
10%. Point counting analysis is a more precise test than standard PLM
analysis, and therefore the point counting results supersede the standard
PLM analytical results. Six (6) samples were re-analyzed by PLM point
counting.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis is typically conducted on non-friable organically bound (NOB) PLM samples (i.e. mastics,
tars, caulks) in which asbestos was initially detected at trace levels (<1%).
TEM analysis is a more precise test than standard PLM analysis in identifying the smallest size asbestos fibers bound in a non-friable organic matrix,
and therefore the TEM results can supplement the PLM analytical results in
evaluating the presence of asbestos. Eight (8) samples were re-analyzed
by the TEM method.
When more than one method is used to evaluate the asbestos content for a given sample, both results are provided in Table 1 - Suspect ACM
and ACM List, and/or Table 2 - ACM and PACM List. Note that when PLM
point count or TEM analysis is conducted, these results take precedence
over the original PLM results.
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2.1.3 Building Material Condition Assessment Methodology
During the survey, presumed and suspect ACM identified by the inspector were assessed for the materials’ overall condition and friability potential. At the time of the survey, each suspect material was given the condition of significantly damaged, damaged, or good, and these results are
presented in Table 1. AHERA defines a material as significantly damaged if
ten percent (10%) or greater of the material is evenly deteriorated, crumbling, hanging, or if the material contains over 25% localized damage. A
damaged material is one that has less than 10% evenly distributed damage
or less than 25% localized damage. A material in good condition is a material with no visible damage or deterioration, or showing only very limited
damage or deterioration.
Friability of presumed or suspect ACM was evaluated by determining
the extent to which the material, when dry, may be crumbled, pulverized, or
reduced to powder by hand pressure. The results of this evaluation are presented for each sample collected by HRP in Table 1.
2.2

Asbestos Inspection Results
Homogenous building materials identified during the survey are documented
in Tables 1 and 2 of this report. Both tables include material descriptions, locations, conditions, sample number, and asbestos content and estimated quantities (if
any). Table 1 includes all suspect materials that were identified and/or sampled
during the survey (including non-ACMs, ACMs, and PACMs). Table 2 include only
confirmed ACM (greater than or equal to 1% asbestos detected) and PACMs identified during the survey.
For the Site building, a total of 48 different homogeneous building materials
were sampled and a total of 91 representative samples were submitted to EMSL for
analysis. Additional analyses of selected Site building samples due to the identification of multiple layers resulted in a total of 115 analyses. Copies of the laboratory
asbestos analytical reports are attached as Appendix A. The following sections
provide a discussion of specific confirmed ACM and confirmed non-ACM identified
during the survey.
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2.2.1 Confirmed ACM
According to analytical results, the following materials are confirmed to contain asbestos (see Table 2 for detailed descriptions):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black glue daubs behind wall mirrors (approx. 400 square
feet)
Light brown floor blocks (approx. 4,000 square feet)
Tan 12”x12” vinyl floor tiles with granite pattern (approx. 275
square feet)
Light brown 9”x9” vinyl floor tiles (approx. 80 linear feet)
Light brown 12”x12” vinyl floor tiles with white streaks
(approx. 400 square feet)
Gray window caulking (approx. 160 linear feet)
White TSI on 4” pipes (approx. 20 linear feet)
Black 9”x9” vinyl floor tiles in a checkerboard pattern with
white tiles (approx. 100 square feet)
White 9”x9” vinyl floor tiles in a checkerboard pattern with
black tiles (approx. 100 square feet)
Black parapet flashing and felt roofing on southeast roof
(approx. 380 square feet)
Silver parapet wall coating on southeast roof (approx. 1,140
square feet)
Black parapet wall seam sealant on southeast roof (approx.
16 linear feet)
Black felt layer below roof particle board on southeast roof
(approx. 3,500 linear feet)
Black roof patch seam sealant on southeast roof (approx.
250 linear feet)
Black roof penetration seam sealant on southeast roof
(approx. 18 linear feet)
Black asphalt roofing with white stones on southwest roof
(approx. 2,100 square feet)*
Black roof penetration sealant on southwest roof (approx. 10
linear feet)*
Black sealant between asphalt roofing on southwest roof
(approx. 775 linear feet)*
Gray and black roof parapet felt wall flashing material on
southwest roof (approx. 600 square feet)*

* Note that the quantities listed for these roofing materials are for proposed renovations to the southwest roofing only. The following additional quantities were identified on the north roof, which reportedly is
not scheduled for renovation: 1,710 square feet of black asphalt roofing with white stones, 34 linear feet of black penetration sealant, 900
linear feet of black sealant between asphalt roofing, and 510 square
feet of gray and black roof parapet felt wall flashing material.
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The ACM identified associated with 1149 Main Street was generally a
mixture of good, damaged, and significantly damaged conditions at the
time of the HRP survey (see Table 2).

2.2.2 Presumed ACM
Any materials that are not identified and/or sampled as part of an asbestos survey should be assumed to contain asbestos until sampled and
proven otherwise. Suspect ACM that cannot be sampled during an inspection would be classified as presumed ACM (PACM) if the material satisfied
one or more of the following conditions: 1) the material was inaccessible, 2)
sampling would potentially cause critical damage to the building system, or
3) sampling was inherently dangerous.
Materials noted as PACM were the internal components for the boilers located in the basement.

2.2.3 Confirmed Non-ACM
Table 1 includes suspect materials that were sampled and determined to be non-ACM (1% or less than 1% asbestos detected). It is noted
that fiberglass insulation was observed throughout the buildings within wall
and ceiling cavities. Fiberglass was also identified on some building piping.
By nature, fiberglass is classified as a non-ACM and, therefore, sampling of
this material is not required. No older insulation materials were identified
beneath the fiberglass insulation during the current asbestos survey.
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3.0

LEAD PAINT SURVEY
3.1

XRF Surveys
On March 29, 2013, a screening X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) survey was
conducted on representative painted surfaces for the interior and exterior of building 1149 Main Street in Bridgeport, Connecticut to determine the presence of lead.
A representative from RTK Environmental Group, Pete Shannon, State of Connecticut licensed lead inspector #002122, conducted the testing. The XRF testing was
conducted with a Keymaster MAP-4 XRF spectrum analyzer instrument in accordance with HUD Chapter 7 Guidelines for Lead Based Paint Inspection, 1997 Revision.

This methodology requires testing of representative components in each

room/space (i.e. walls, ceilings, windows, doors, base-boards, etc.). It is noted that
the XRF instrument used for the survey is designed to analyze the painted surface
and not the substrate material (metal, wood, concrete, etc.), and does not require
substrate correction.
Lead-based paint is defined as having lead content equal to or greater than
1.0 milligrams per square centimeter (mg/cm2) in building painted surfaces. Leadcontaining paint is defined as having any lead content (greater than 0.0 mg/cm2) in
painted surfaces. Note that the lead reports include both K-shell (total amount of
lead of all layers) and L-shell (lead in paint layers closest to the surface) results.
The 1.0 mg/cm2 action level for lead paint is based on the K-shell result.
A copy of the XRF inspection report is included in Appendix B. The following is a summary of the XRF surveys:
Numerous lead-based painted surfaces were identified including metal radiators and metal door components, plaster walls, wood doors, and wood window
components. Numerous lead-containing painted surfaces were also identified including wood door components, wood star components, plaster and brick walls,
and gypsum wallboard walls. The majority of both the lead-based surfaces and
lead-containing surfaces were identified as being in defective condition.
Three (3) “inconclusive” results were also measured for the 1149 Main
Street building. An inconclusive result is obtained when the XRF concentration is
equal to the HUD Action Level plus or minus the precision of the instrument. In two
of the cases, the inconclusive result was confirmed to not be a lead-based surface
with additional XRF testing.
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Treatment or removal of lead-based paint during renovation activity must
adhere to all applicable federal, State, and local regulations. This would include
EPA’s April 22, 2008 Renovation, Repair and Painting (RRP) Rule. In addition, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires compliance with
the Lead in Construction Standard (29 CFR 1926.62) during the renovation or
demolition of any building with lead-containing paint (e.g. any detectable concentration of lead). This standard is designed to protect workers from exposure to lead
during renovation or demolition activities.
Compliance with OSHA’s Lead in Construction Standard will apply during all
abatement and renovation activities of the buildings. All work practices that may
disturb or impact lead-containing paint components should be conducted in compliance with OSHA 29 CFR 1926.62 (Lead in Construction Standard). A disturbance
of lead-containing paint components requires compliance with the OSHA Lead in
Construction Standard 1926.62 if one of the following activities is performed during
a renovation or demolition activity: abrasive blasting, welding, cutting, burning on
structures, manual scraping or sanding, and manual demolition of structures.
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4.0

PCBS
4.1

Caulk and Glazing Sample Collection and Analysis
HRP Asbestos Inspectors conducted a PCB caulk and glazing survey in
conjunction with the Asbestos investigation. One sample of exterior window glazing and one sample of exterior window caulking were collected for PCB analysis.
Each sample was placed into a sealed plastic bag and was submitted to
Con-Test Analytical Laboratory in East Longmeadow, Massachusetts for PCB
analysis by EPA Method 8082 and Soxhlet Extraction Method 3540C. A summary
of the suspect PCB-containing materials and sampling results is presented in Table
3. This table includes material descriptions, locations, conditions, sample number,
and PCB content and estimated quantities (if any). A copy of the laboratory analytical report is attached as Appendix C.
PCBs were not detected above the 50 mg/Kg TSCA regulatory threshold
level in either of the caulk or glazing samples collected from site building (Table 3).
The window glazing sample contained a total of 1.81 mg/Kg PCBs and the PCBs in
the window caulk sample were below the 0.69 mg/Kg laboratory detection level.
The window caulk sample location is shown on Figure 2B.
At the time of the survey, the site contact was unaware of any caulk or glazing replacement occurring at the subject building or of the existence of any previous materials that may be the source of the window glazing PCB detection.
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5.0

OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SURVEY
HRP Asbestos Inspectors conducted a hazardous material survey of the subject
building in conjunction with the asbestos and lead paint surveys. The inspection consisted
of identifying and inventorying fluorescent lamps and other mercury-containing equipment;
potential polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) containing equipment; air conditioning and refrigeration equipment; and other hazardous or regulated materials. These types of hazardous
materials were identified in the 1149 Main Street building. A summary of the hazardous
materials survey is presented in Table 4.

5.1

Polychlorinated Biphenyls
PCBs are found in many different types of products including hydraulic fluid
and heat transfer systems; however, PCBs were primarily used in dielectric fluid in
electrical equipment such as transformers, capacitors, and fluorescent light ballasts. PCB-containing items must be disposed of in accordance with the Toxic
Substance and Control Act (TSCA) and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA).
Fluorescent light fixtures containing approximately 102 ballasts were identified in the 1149 Main Street building. Unless labeled as “dry-type”, ballasts labeled
as “non-PCB” could still potentially contain a dielectric fluid that would be considered a regulated waste material.

5.2

Mercury
Fluorescent lamps are known to contain mercury and mercury vapor and
are considered materials subject to the Connecticut Universal Waste Rule (Section
22a-449(c)-113 of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies). Other mercurycontaining items such as mercury switches or thermostats may also contain significant amounts of mercury, and are also Connecticut universal wastes that are typically regulated as hazardous waste under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) when sent for disposal. Approximately 347 fluorescent light bulbs
were identified in the 1149 Main Street building.

5.3

Air Conditioning Refrigerants
The removal and disposal of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment
must comply with Section 608 Refrigerant Recycling Rule of the Clean Air Act,
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which prohibits individuals from knowingly venting ozone-depleting compounds,
such as Freon, into the atmosphere while servicing or disposing of air-conditioning
or refrigeration equipment, and regulates the safe and proper recycling and disposal of refrigerated products. One (1) potential refrigerant-containing HVAC unit was
identified in the 1149 Main Street building.

5.4

Miscellaneous Materials
Additional potentially hazardous materials noted in the subject building during the inspection included five pounds of boric acid and one gallon of a photo wetting agent.
The handling and disposal of hazardous and/or regulated liquid waste is
regulated under the US EPA and Section 22a-449(c)-119 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies. A complete listing of hazardous materials identified in
the 1149 Main Street building at the time of the inspection is presented in Table 4.
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6.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
HRP conducted a hazardous material survey for the building located at 1149 Main
Street in Bridgeport, Connecticut (Figure 1). The surveys included the entire interior and
the exterior of the building, including accessible roofs.

The investigation included a

NESHAP-type asbestos-containing materials (ACM) survey, a lead-based paint screening
survey, and survey of other hazardous materials (hazmats). These surveys were conducted to determine the presence or absence of ACM and hazmats for the building to facilitate proper management of those materials prior to renovation and/or demolition activities. Based on the investigation, as documented in this report, HRP provides the following
conclusions and recommendations below.
Asbestos
According to analytical results, the following materials are confirmed to contain asbestos (see Table 2 for detailed descriptions):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black glue daubs behind wall mirrors (approx. 400 square
feet)
Light brown floor blocks (approx. 4,000 square feet)
Tan 12”x12” vinyl floor tiles with granite pattern (approx. 275
square feet)
Light brown 9”x9” vinyl floor tiles (approx. 80 linear feet)
Light brown 12”x12” vinyl floor tiles with white streaks
(approx. 400 square feet)
Gray window caulking (approx. 160 linear feet)
White TSI on 4” pipes (approx. 20 linear feet)
Black and white 9”x9” vinyl floor tiles in a checkerboard pattern (approx. 200 square feet)
Black parapet flashing and felt roofing on southeast roof
(approx. 380 square feet)
Silver parapet wall coating on southeast roof (approx. 1,140
square feet)
Black parapet wall seam sealant on southeast roof (approx.
16 linear feet)
Black felt layer below roof particle board on southeast roof
(approx. 3,500 linear feet)
Black roof patch seam sealant on southeast roof (approx.
250 linear feet)
Black roof penetration seam sealant on southeast roof
(approx. 18 linear feet)
Black asphalt roofing with white stones on southwest roof
(approx. 2,100 square feet)*
Black roof penetration sealant on southwest roof (approx. 10
linear feet)*
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•
•

Black sealant between asphalt roofing on southwest roof
(approx. 775 linear feet)*
Gray and black roof parapet felt wall flashing material on
southwest roof (approx. 600 square feet)*

* Note that the quantities listed for these roofing materials are for proposed renovations to the southwest roofing only. The following additional quantities were identified on the north roof, which reportedly is
not scheduled for renovation: 1,710 square feet of black asphalt roofing with white stones, 34 linear feet of black penetration sealant, 900
linear feet of black sealant between asphalt roofing, and 510 square
feet of gray and black roof parapet felt wall flashing material.
For the ACMs identified at 1149 Main Street, the conditions were generally observed to be a mixture of good, damaged, and significantly
damaged at the time of the HRP survey (see Table 2).
Materials noted as PACM were the internal components for the boilers located in
the basement.
ACMs and PACMs identified during the survey are documented in Section 2.2 and
Tables 1 and 2 of this report.
All confirmed ACM must be appropriately abated in accordance with all applicable
regulations prior to any building renovation/demolition activities that could potentially disturb said material. Any previously unidentified suspect materials that are uncovered during abatement or renovation activities should be sampled for asbestos content prior to
their disturbance. For any ACMs proposed to remain in the building, an asbestos operations and maintenance (O&M) plan should be established to ensure that ACMs are managed appropriately, and asbestos fiber releases are avoided. Building occupants and/or
maintenance workers who will potentially come into contact with or disturb ACM require
proper training to ensure their safety and the safety of other building occupants.
HRP assumes no responsibility for the implementation or enforcement of the procedures, work practices, engineering controls, or other asbestos-control methods recommended, required or mentioned in this report. This report is not intended to be used as a
bidding document or to replace abatement specifications.
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Lead Paint
An X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) screening-level survey was conducted on representative painted surfaces for the interior and exterior of the 1149 Main Street building to
determine the presence of lead. Lead-based paint is defined as having lead content equal
to or greater than 1.0 milligrams per square centimeter (mg/cm2) in painted building surfaces. Lead-containing paint is defined as having any lead content (greater than 0.0
mg/cm2) in painted surfaces.
Numerous lead-based painted surfaces were identified including metal radiators
and metal door components, plaster walls, wood doors, and wood window components.
Numerous lead-containing painted surfaces were also identified including wood door components, wood star components, plaster and brick walls, and gypsum wallboard walls. The
majority of both the lead-based surfaces and lead-containing surfaces were identified as
being in defective condition.

All renovation or demolition activities, which impact lead-based paint, must be conducted in compliance with applicable Federal and State regulations. A licensed abatement contractor or an RRP-Certified contractor/worker should be used for any disturbance
or removal (i.e. stripping) of lead-based paint for the buildings. In addition, XRF testing
confirmed the presence of lead above the 0.0 mg/cm2 threshold in the subject building that
triggers the need for compliance with Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) 29 CFR 1926.62 (Lead in Construction Standard). This standard is designed to
protect workers from exposure to lead during renovation or demolition activity.
Lead waste characterization sampling of the subject buildings was not conducted
by HRP as part of the hazardous materials surveys. Characterization of demolition debris
containing lead-based paint is required under the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA) Toxicity Characteristic Rule (40 CFR 261.24) to determine whether or not
building renovation or demolition debris might need to be managed as a hazardous waste.
Lead-based paint was identified on the 1149 Main Street building components using the
XRF method. As such, if these building materials are not recycled, waste characterization
samples should be collected of the waste stream, prior to disposal, using the Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) methodology (SW846 1311/7420). If requested, HRP could collect in-place waste characterization samples for TCLP lead analysis.
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PCB Caulking and Glazing
PCBs were not detected above the 50 mg/Kg TSCA regulatory threshold level in either of the caulk or glazing samples collected from site building (Table 3). The window
glazing sample contained a total of 1.81 mg/Kg PCBs and the PCBs in the window caulk
sample were below the 0.69 mg/Kg laboratory detection level. No historical sources of
PCBs with concentrations equal to or greater than 50 mg/Kg were identified for the site
buildings that could have contributed to the PCB levels identified in the window caulk and
glazing materials.
According to the US EPA, caulk or glazing materials containing PCBs at levels
equal to or greater than 50 mg/Kg are required to be removed and properly disposed.
Based upon the sampling results to date for the subject building, it does not appear that
the EPA PCB regulations apply, since no levels of PCBs detected by the laboratory or
identified as a possible historical source of PCBs, exceeded the EPA regulatory threshold
level. According to EPA, materials containing PCBs at levels less than 50 mg/Kg are not
required to be removed (unless they will be disturbed), but still may present health risks
depending on the location or condition of the material. The EPA recommends that building owners and managers take steps to minimize potential exposure to building occupants
until the caulk and any surrounding contaminated materials can safely be removed. These steps may include covering disintegrating caulk with paint or non-PCB caulk, use of
physical barriers, and educating maintenance workers in proper work practices and cleaning techniques.
However, CT DEEP also has regulations regarding PCBs in caulks and glazing that
have PCB concentrations greater than 1 mg/Kg and less than 50 mg/Kg. Materials containing PCBs at those levels must be removed from the buildings with prior notification to
CT DEEP. DEEP notification and PCB material removal would be required for the window
glazing material. Samples are not recommended for the substrate materials beneath the
window glazing since the entire windows, including the substrates, would be removed during abatement activities.
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Other Hazardous Materials
Miscellaneous hazardous materials were identified for the subject building, including mercury containing fluorescent bulbs, potential PCB containing fluorescent light ballasts; AC refrigerants, boric acid, and a photo wetting chemical.
HRP recommends that as part of any building demolition, all identified hazardous
materials identified that are not going to be relocated or reused on-site be properly recycled and/or disposed of in accordance to all applicable laws and regulations, to include
proper storage, labeling of containers, manifesting, and training of all employees handling
regulated and/or hazardous waste materials. If additional hazmats are identified during
renovation/demolition activities, then these materials should be properly catalogued, characterized, and disposed in coordination with the previously identified hazmats.
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7.0

LIMITATIONS ON WORK PRODUCT
All work product and reports provided by HRP in connection with the performance of any
phase of Environmental Site Assessments, and any services related to remedial and postremedial action, including all work performed under HRP's Terms & Conditions and any
follow-up work is subject to the following limitations.
A.

The observations described in the Project Report(s) are made under the stated
conditions. The conclusions presented in the Report(s) are based solely upon the
indicated services, and not on scientific tasks or procedures beyond the scope of
described services or the time and budgetary constraints imposed by the Client.

B.

In preparing Project Reports, HRP relies on certain representations made and information provided by federal, state and local officials, the Client and other parties
referenced in the Project Reports, and on information contained in the files of federal, state and/or local agencies made available to HRP, at the time of the Project.
To the extent that such information and files are missing, incomplete or not provided to HRP, HRP is not responsible. Although there may be some degree of overlap
in the information provided by these various sources, HRP does not attempt to independently verify the accuracy or completeness of all information reviewed or received during the course of the Project. If the Client determines that information
provided or made available to HRP from any source is incorrect or inaccurate, the
Client should promptly notify HRP, whereupon HRP will issue a corrected Project
Report.

C.

Observations are made of the site and of structures on the site as indicated within
the Project Report(s). Where access to portions of the site or to structures on the
site is unavailable or limited, HRP renders no opinion as to the presence of potential contamination by hazardous substances, wastes or petroleum and chemical
products and wastes. In addition, HRP renders no opinion as to the presence of indirect evidence relating to potential contamination by hazardous substances,
wastes or petroleum and chemical products or wastes where direct observation of
the interior walls, floors, or ceilings of a structure on a site is obstructed by objects
or coverings on or over these surfaces.

D.

Unless otherwise specified in the Project Report(s), HRP does not perform testing
or analyses to determine the presence or concentration of asbestos or polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), lead paint, urea formaldehyde foam insulation
(UFFI), wetlands, regulatory compliance, cultural and historical risks, industrial hygiene, health & safety, ecological resources, endangered species, indoor air quality, high voltage power lines, or radon at the site or in the environment of the site.
When HRP is contracted to perform asbestos or lead paint testing, planning or related services, HRP assumes no responsibility for the implementation or enforcement of the procedures, work practices, or other control methods recommended,
required, or mentioned in the Project Report(s), unless HRP has been specifically
contracted to implement or supervise such actions, in which case the associated
contractual documents will define our scope and responsibilities.

E.

The purpose of the Project Report(s) is to assess the physical characteristics of the
subject site with respect to the potential presence in the site soil, ground water or
surface water environment of contamination by hazardous substances, hazardous
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waste or petroleum and chemical products and wastes. HRP has not confirmed the
compliance of present or past owners or operators of the site with federal, state, or
local laws and regulations, environmental or otherwise.
F.

If sampling is included in the scope of the Project, the conclusions and recommendations contained in the Project Report(s) are based in part upon the data obtained
from a limited number of soil, ground water, or surface water samples obtained
from widely spaced surface or subsurface explorations. The nature and extent of
variations between these locations may not become evident until further exploration. If variations or other latent conditions then appear evident, it will be necessary
to re-evaluate the conclusions and recommendations of the Project Report(s).

G.

If water level readings are made in test pits, borings, and/or observation wells; these observations are made at the times and under the conditions stated on the test
pit or boring logs or in the Project Report(s). However, it must be noted that fluctuations in the level of ground water may occur due to variations in rainfall, passage of
time and other factors. Should additional data become available in the future, these
data may alter the basis of conclusions and recommendations presented in the
Project Report(s).

H.

If the conclusions and recommendations contained in the Project Report(s) are
based, in part, upon various types of chemical analyses, then the conclusions and
recommendations are contingent upon the validity of such data. The analyses are
performed for specific parameters and additional chemical constituents not
searched for during the current study may be present in soil, ground water, or surface water at the site. Where such analyses have been conducted by an out-side
laboratory, HRP has relied upon the data provided, and has not conducted an independent evaluation of the reliability of these tests. The data (if obtained) are reviewed and interpretations made in the Project Report(s). If indicated within the
Project Report(s), some of these data may be preliminary "screening" level data
and should be confirmed with quantitative analyses if more specific in-formation is
necessary. Moreover, it should be noted that variations in the types and concentrations of contaminants and variations in their flow paths may occur due to seasonal
water table fluctuations, past disposal practices, the passage of time, and other factors. Should additional chemical data become available in the future, these data
may alter the basis of the conclusions and recommendations presented in the Project Report(s).

I.

It is recommended that HRP be retained to provide further hydrogeologic and engineering services during the conduct of further exploration or the construction and/or
implementation of any remedial measures recommended in HRP's Project Report(s). This is to allow HRP and the Client to observe consistency with the concepts and recommendations contained therein, and to allow the development of
changes to the remedial program in the event that subsurface conditions or other
conditions differ from those anticipated.

J.

The services provided by HRP do not include legal advice. Legal counsel should be
consulted regarding interpretation of relevant federal, state and local laws.
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TABLE 1
SUSPECT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) & ACM LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation
145-1149-1-1
145-1149-1-2
145-1149-1-3
145-1149-1-4
145-1149-2-5
145-1149-2-6
145-1149-2-7
146-1149-1-1
146-1149-1-2
146-1149-1-3
146-1149-1-4

Sample Location

1149 Main Street
1149 First Floor
White skim coat
1149 Second Floor

1149 First Floor
Gray scratch coat

146-1149-2-5
146-1149-2-6

Type of Material

1149 Second Floor

147-1149-1-1

147-1149-1-3

1149 First Floor
White skim coat (ceiling)

147-1149-1-4
147-1149-2-5
147-1149-2-6

1149 Second Floor

147-1149-2-7
148-1149-1-1
148-1149-1-2
148-1149-1-3
148-1149-1-4

1149 First Floor

148-1149-2-6

Gray scratch coat (ceiling)

1149 First Floor

148-1149-2-5

Gray scratch coat (ceiling)
1149 Second Floor

148-1149-2-7
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Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1

Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable

None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
<1% Chrysotile / 0.25%
Chrysotile*
<1% Chrysotile / 0.75%
Chrysotile*
None Detected

Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Friable

146-1149-2-7

147-1149-1-2

Material Condition
/ Friability

Damaged /Friable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable

None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
<1% Chrysotile / 0.50%
Chrysotile*
<1% Chrysotile
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TABLE 1
SUSPECT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) & ACM LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation

Sample Location

149-1149-1-1
149-1149-1-1A
149-1149-1-1B

1149 First Floor

149-1149-1-1
149-1149-2-2
149-1149-2-2A
149-1149-2-2B

1149 Second Floor

149-1149-2-2
150-1149-1-1
150-1149-1-2
151-1149-1-1
151-1149-1-2

Type of Material

Material Condition
/ Friability

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1

White GWB

Good / Non-friable

Tan joint compound

Good / Non-friable

Tape
Composite GWB/Joint
Compound/Tape2
White GWB

Good / Non-friable

None Detected
<1% Chrysotile / 0.50%
Chrysotile*
None Detected

Good / Non-friable

<1% Chrysotile

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Tan joint compound

Good / Non-friable

7% Chrysotile

Tape
Composite GWB/Joint
Compound/Tape2

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

<1% Chrysotile

1149 First Floor

Light brown floor blocks

1149 Second Floor
1149 Second Floor

Stair tread glue
Gray flooring on stair landing
Gray sheet flooring with red
stripes
Brown sheet flooring with black
streaks
Brown glue
Brown sheet flooring with black
streaks
Brown Glue

Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

25% Chrysotile / 400
SF
20% Chrysotile / See
Sample 150-1
None Detected
None Detected
3% Chrysotile / 1.75%
Chrysotile* / 4,000 SF
2% Chrysotile / 2.25%
Chrysotile* / See
Sample 152-1
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

Off-white sheet flooring

Good / Non-friable

Brown Glue

Good / Non-friable

Off-white sheet flooring

Good / Non-friable

None Detected
<1% Chrysotile / 0.71%
Chrysotile**
None Detected
<1% Chrysotile / 0.89%
Chrysotile**

Brown Glue

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Red terrazzo flooring

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Tan and brown swirl pattern
12”x12" VFT
Tan and brown swirl pattern
12”x12" VFT

Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable

1149 First Floor

Black glue daubs behind
mirror

1149 First Floor

Brown terrazzo floor

152-1149-1-1
152-1149-1-2
153-1149-2-1
154-1149-2-1
155-1149-2-1
155-1149-2-2
156-1149-2-1
156-1149-2-1A
156-1149-2-2
156-1149-2-2A
157-1149-2-1
157-1149-2-1A
157-1149-2-2
157-1149-2-1A
158-1149-1-1

Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

1149 Second Floor
1149 Second Floor
1149 Second Floor
1149 Second Floor

1149 Second Floor
1149 First Floor

159-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

159-1149-1-2

1149 First Floor
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Good / Non-friable

None Detected
None Detected
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TABLE 1
SUSPECT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) & ACM LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation
160-1149-1-1
160-1149-1-1A
160-1149-1-2
160-1149-1-2A
161-1149-1-1
161-1149-1-2
162-1149-1-1
162-1149-1-1A
162-1149-1-2
162-1149-1-2A
163-1149-1-1
163-1149-1-2
164-1149-1-1
164-1149-1-1A
164-1149-1-2
164-1149-1-2A
165-1149-1-1

Sample Location
1149 First Floor

1149 First Floor

1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor

1149 First Floor

1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor

Type of Material
Tan granite pattern 12”x12"
VFT
Gray leveler
Tan granite pattern 12”x12"
VFT
Gray leveler

Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged /Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1
3% Chrysotile / 275 SF
None Detected
4% Chrysotile/ See
Sample 160-1
None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Light brown 9”x9" VFT

Good / Non-friable

6% Chrysotile/ 80 SF

Black mastic

Good / Non-friable

Light brown 9”x9" VFT

Good / Non-friable

Black mastic

Good / Non-friable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable

None Detected
5% Chrysotile / See
Sample 162-1
None Detected
<1% Chrysotile / 0.31%
Chrysotile**
<1% Chrysotile / 0.46%
Chrysotile**

Good / Non-friable

4% Chrysotile / 400 SF

Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

None Detected
5% Chrysotile/ See
Sample 164-1
None Detected
None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Yellow carpet glue

Brown mastic on brown cove
base
Light brown with white streak
12”x12" VFT
Yellow mastic
Light brown with white streak
12”x12" VFT
Yellow mastic
black leveling compound
Gray grout between 1”x1" green
ceramic tiles
Gray mortar below 1”x1" green
ceramic tiles

166-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

167-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

168-1149-2-1

1149 Second Floor

Brown paneling glue

169-1149-2-1

1149 Second Floor

Gray window glazing

169-1149-2-2

1149 Second Floor

Gray window glazing

170-1149-2-1

1149 Second Floor

Gray window caulking

170-1149-2-2

1149 Second Floor

Gray window caulking

171-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

Gray leveling compound
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Material Condition
/ Friability

Good / Non-friable

Good / Non-friable
Sig. Damaged / Nonfriable
Sig. Damaged / Nonfriable
Sig. Damaged /
Non-friable
Sig. Damaged /
Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

<1% Chrysotile / 0.41%
Chrysotile**
<1% Chrysotile / 0.65%
Chrysotile**
<1% Chrysotile /
<0.25% Chrysotile**
4% Chrysotile / 160 LF
3% Chrysotile / See
Sample 170-1
None Detected
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TABLE 1
SUSPECT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) & ACM LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation

Sample Location

Type of Material

172-1149-B-1

1149 Basement

White TSI on 4" pipe

1149 Basement

White TSI on 4" pipe

1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor
1149 First Floor

172-1149-B-2
172-1149-B-3
173-1149-1-1
174-1149-1-1
175-1149-1-1
176-1149-1-1
220-1149-2-1
220-1149-2-1A
221-1149-2-1
221-1149-2-1A
222-1149-R-1
222-1149-R-1A
222-1149-R-1B

1149 Second Floor
1149 Second Floor

1149 Southeast Roof

222-1149-R-1C
223-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof

224-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof

225-1149-R-1
225-1149-R-1A

1149 Southeast Roof

225-1149-R-1B
226-1149-R-1
226-1149-R-1A

Material Condition
/ Friability

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1

Red woven wire wrap
Black woven wire wrap
Small white woven wire wrap
Large white woven wire wrap

Sig. Damaged /
Friable
Sig. Damaged /
Friable
Sig. Damaged /
Friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

Black 9x9" VFT

Good / Non-friable

Black mastic
White 9”x9" VFT
Black mastic
Silver paint on parapet wall

Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

Black parapet flashing

Good / Non-friable

Roofing felt on parapet wall

Good / Non-friable

Black roofing tar on parapet wall

Good / Non-friable
Damaged / Nonfriable

12% Amosite and 10%
Chrysotile / 20 LF
Stop positive / See
Sample 172-1
Stop positive / See
Sample 172-1
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
10% Chrysotile / 100
SF
None Detected
8% Chrysotile 100 SF
None Detected
None Detected
10% Chrysotile / 380
SF
40% Chrysotile / See
Sample 222-1
None Detected
12% Chrysotile / 1,140
SF

Good / Non-friable

15% Chrysotile / 16 LF

Silver wall coating on parapet
Black parapet wall seam
sealant
Black built-up roof surface tar
and felt roof
Black felt layer of built-up roof
Black tar under felt layer

1149 Southeast Roof

Black tar layer below roof particle
board
Black felt layer below roof
particle board
Black roof patch seam sealant
Black asphaltic roof layer
Black felt roof layer
Black penetration seam
sealant

227-1149-R-1
228-1149-R-1
229-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof
1149 Southeast Roof
1149 Southeast Roof

230-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof

231-1149-R-1

1149 North Roof

Black asphalt roofing with
white stones

1149 North Roof

Black felt built up roof below
HMAT #231
Black tar on Sample 231-1

232-1149-R-1
232-1149-R-1A
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Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

14% Chrysotile / 3,500
LF
7% Chrysotile / 250 LF
None Detected
None Detected

Good / Non-friable

25% Chrysotile / 18 LF

Good / Non-friable

<1% Chrysotile / 4.7%
Chrysotile** / 2,100
SF3

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

Good / Non-friable

None Detected

None Detected
None Detected
None Detected
None Detected

HRP Associates, Inc.
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TABLE 1
SUSPECT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) & ACM LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation

Sample Location

233-1149-R-1

1149 North Roof

234-1149-R-1
235-1149-R-1
235-1149-R-1A
NA

Material Condition
/ Friability

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1

Black penetration sealant
Good / Non-friable
Black sealant between asphalt
1149 North Roof
Good / Non-friable
roofing (HMAT #231)
Gray and black felt roof
Good / Non-friable
parapet wall flashing material
1149 North Roof
Black tar on Sample 235-1
Good / Non-friable
Presumed Asbestos Containing Materials
1149 Basement
Boiler Internal Components
NA

4% Chrysotile / 10 LF3
10% Chrysotile / 775
LF3
15% Chrysotile / 600
SF3
None Detected
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Type of Material

2 Boilers
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TABLE 1
SUSPECT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) & ACM LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation

Sample Location

Type of Material

Material Condition
/ Friability

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1

1 Note that any estimated quantity listed in this column is the total for all of that particular homogeneous material, not just the
quantity for the sample location.

Note that the composite samples (149-1149-1-1 and 149-1149-2-2) that included gypsum wallboard and the tan joint/taping
compound contained less than 1% asbestos. EPA (and CTDPH) allows the gypsum wallboard and joint compound to be analyzed
for asbestos as a composite suspect material. OSHA requires the gypsum wallboard and joint compound to be analyzed separately
for asbestos. Therefore, the combined gypsum wallboard-tan joint/taping compound material is an OSHA Class II regulated
material but is not an ACM by EPA or CT DPH definitions. Therefore, abatement of the gypsum wallboard/joint compound/tape
systems in Building 1149 not required.
2

3 Note that the quantities listed for these roofing materials are for proposed renovations to the southwest roofing only. The following
additional quantities were identified on the north roof, which reportedly is not scheduled for renovation: 1,710 square feet of black
asphalt roofing with white stones (Sample 231-1149-R-1), 34 linear feet of black penetration sealant (Sample 233-1149-R-1), 900
linear feet of black sealant between asphalt roofing (Sample 234-1149-R-1), and 510 square feet of gray and black felt roof parapet
wall flashing material (Sample 235-1149-R-1).

Samples analyzed by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM)
* = PLM Sample result was re-analyzed by 400 Point Count Method
** = PLM Sample result was re-analyzed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Sample # format is HMAT# - “1149” for 1149 Main Street – sample location - # in HMAT series (e.g., 220-1149-2-1)
Sample location designations include: EXT - Exterior, B – Basement, R – roof, and the floor number (1 or 2)
Damaged = <10% distributed damage or <25% localized damage; Sig. Damaged = Significantly Damaged (>10% distributed
damage or >25% localized damage)
SF = square feet (estimated)
LF = linear feet (estimated)
‘Bold’ indicates that the sampled material is considered to be ACM
Chrysotile = Serpentine species of asbestos
Amosite = amphibole species of asbestos
Crocidolite = amphibole species of asbestos
Note: If this table includes estimated quantities of ACMs, those quantities are provided for informational purposes only. All
quantities should be independently verified by the abatement contractor prior to bidding/abatement.
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TABLE 2
ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation

Sample Location

Type of Material

Material Condition
/ Friability

1149 Main Street
150-1149-1-1
150-1149-1-2

1149 First Floor

Black glue daubs behind mirror

152-1149-1-1

Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

1149 First Floor

Light brown floor blocks

160-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

Tan granite pattern 12”x12" VFT

160-1149-1-2

1149 First Floor

Tan granite pattern 12”x12" VFT

162-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

Light brown 9”x9" VFT

Damaged / Nonfriable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Good / Non-friable

162-1149-1-2

1149 First Floor

Light brown 9”x9" VFT

Good / Non-friable

164-1149-1-1

1149 First Floor

164-1149-1-2

1149 First Floor

170-1149-2-1

1149 Second Floor

Gray window caulking

170-1149-2-2

1149 Second Floor

Gray window caulking

1149 Basement

White TSI on 4" pipe

220-1149-2-1

1149 Second Floor

Black 9”x9" VFT

Good / Non-friable

221-1149-2-1

1149 Second Floor

White 9”x9" VFT

Good / Non-friable

Black parapet flashing

Good / Non-friable

Roofing felt on parapet wall

Good / Non-friable

152-1149-1-2

Light brown with white streak
12”x12" VFT
Light brown with white streak
12”x12" VFT

172-1149-B-1
172-1149-B-2
172-1149-B-3

222-1149-R-1A
222-1149-R-1B

1149 Southeast Roof

223-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof

Silver wall coating on parapet

224-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof

226-1149-R-1A

1149 Southeast Roof

227-1149-R-1
230-1149-R-1

1149 Southeast Roof
1149 Southeast Roof

Black parapet wall seam sealant
Black felt layer below roof
particle board
Black roof patch seam sealant
Black penetration seam sealant
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Good / Non-friable

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1
25% Chrysotile / 400
SF
20% Chrysotile / See
Sample 150-1
3% Chrysotile / 1.75%
Chrysotile* / 4,000 SF
2% Chrysotile / 2.25%
Chrysotile* / See
Sample 152-1
3% Chrysotile / 275 SF
4% Chrysotile/ See
Sample 160-1
6% Chrysotile/ 80 SF
5% Chrysotile / See
Sample 162-1

Good / Non-friable

4% Chrysotile / 400 SF

Good / Non-friable

5% Chrysotile / See
Sample 164-1

Sig. Damaged / Nonfriable
Sig. Damaged / Nonfriable
Sig. Damaged /
Friable
Sig. Damaged /
Friable
Sig. Damaged /
Friable

Damaged / Nonfriable
Good / Non-friable
Damaged / Nonfriable
Good / Non-friable
Good / Non-friable

4% Chrysotile / 160 LF
3% Chrysotile / See
Sample 170-1
12% Amosite and 10%
Chrysotile / 20 LF
Stop positive / See
Sample 172-1
Stop positive / See
Sample 172-1
10% Chrysotile / 100
SF
8% Chrysotile / 100 SF
10% Chrysotile / 380
SF
40% Chrysotile / See
Sample 222-1
12% Chrysotile / 1,140
SF
15% Chrysotile / 16 LF
14% Chrysotile / 3,500
LF
7% Chrysotile / 250 LF
25% Chrysotile / 18 LF

HRP Associates, Inc.
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TABLE 2
ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation

Sample Location

231-1149-R-1

1149 North Roof

233-1149-R-1

1149 North Roof

234-1149-R-1

1149 North Roof

235-1149-R-1

1149 North Roof

NA

1149 Basement

Type of Material

Material Condition
/ Friability

Black asphalt roofing with white
Good / Non-friable
stones
Black penetration sealant
Good / Non-friable
Black sealant between asphalt
Good / Non-friable
roofing (HMAT #231)
Gray and black felt roof parapet
Good / Non-friable
wall flashing material
Presumed Asbestos Containing Materials
Boiler Internal Components
NA

Asbestos Content/
Estimated Quantity1
<1% Chrysotile / 4.7%
Chrysotile** / 2,100 SF2
4% Chrysotile / 10 LF2
10% Chrysotile / 775
LF2
15% Chrysotile / 600
SF2
2 Boilers

1 Note that any estimated quantity listed in this column is the total for all of that particular homogeneous material, not just the
quantity for the sample location.

Note that the quantities listed for these roofing materials are for proposed renovations to the southwest roofing only. The following
additional quantities were identified on the north roof, which reportedly is not scheduled for renovation: 1,710 square feet of black
asphalt roofing with white stones (Sample 231-1149-R-1), 34 linear feet of black penetration sealant (Sample 233-1149-R-1), 900
linear feet of black sealant between asphalt roofing (Sample 234-1149-R-1), and 510 square feet of gray and black felt roof parapet
wall flashing material (Sample 235-1149-R-1).
2

Samples analyzed by Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM)
* = PLM Sample result was re-analyzed by 400 Point Count Method
** = PLM Sample result was re-analyzed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Sample # format is HMAT# - “1149” for 1149 Main Street – sample location - # in HMAT series (e.g., 172-1149-B-3)
Sample location designations include: B - Basement, 1 – First floor 1, 2 – Second floor
Damaged = <10% distributed damage or <25% localized damage; Sig. Damaged = Significantly Damaged (>10% distributed
damage or >25% localized damage)
SF = square feet (estimated)
LF = linear feet (estimated)
Chrysotile = Serpentine species of asbestos
Amosite = amphibole species of asbestos
Note: If this table includes estimated quantities of ACMs, those quantities are provided for informational purposes only. All
quantities should be independently verified by the abatement contractor prior to bidding/abatement.
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TABLE 3
PCB CAULK ANG GLAZING SAMPLE RESULTS
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Sample
Designation
13-1149-PCB
14-1149-PCB

Sample Location

Type of Material

Suspect PCB-Containing Materials

1149 Main Street –
Second Floor
1149 Main Street –
Second Floor

PCB Content/ Estimated Quantity1

Gray window glazing

0.86 mg/Kg Arochlor 1248 and 0.95
mg/Kg Arochlor 1254 / 8 Windows

Gray window caulking

ND (0.69 mg/Kg)

Note that each estimated quantity listed in this column is the total for all of that particular homogeneous material,
not just the quantity for the sample location.
1

‘Bold’ indicates that the sampled material contains measurable amounts of PCBs.
Arochlor 1248 = PCB containing 48% chlorine by weight.
Arochlor 1254 = PCB containing 54% chlorine by weight.

Samples analyzed by EPA Method 8080 – Soxhlet Extraction Type 3540C
PCB = polychlorinated biphenyl).
ND = not detected
(0.69 mg/Kg) = laboratory detection level
Note: This table includes estimated quantities of PCB-containing caulk that are provided for informational purposes
only. All quantities should be independently verified by the abatement contractor prior to bidding/abatement.
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Hazardous
Material

TABLE 4
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SURVEY LIST
1149 MAIN STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
HRP #TIP0001.BA
Estimated
Description
Location
Quantity

Notes

PCBs
(potential)

Fluorescent light fixture
ballasts

Throughout buildings

102 EA

Possible PCB-containing

Mercury

Fluorescent light bulbs

Throughout buildings

347 EA*

Mercury-containing

A/C refrigerants’

First floor HVAC Unit

1 EA

Freon and hazardous
chemicals

5 pounds

Acidic powder

1 gallon

Photochemical

Miscellaneous
Hazardous
Materials

Boric acid
Pakasol photo wetting
agent

Second floor photo
development room
Second floor photo
development room

PCBs = Polychlorinated biphenyls
EA = each or one unit

Note: These tables include estimated quantities of materials that are provided for informational purposes only. All items
and quantities must be independently verified by the abatement contractor prior to bidding/abatement.
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APPENDIX A
COPIES OF ASBESTOS LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORTS
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APPENDIX B
COPIES OF XRF LEAD PAINT INSPECTION REPORT
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APPENDIX C
COPIES OF PCB LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
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